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81 Year Old Nigerian Wants a New Wife!
Clinton Howard
It’s been one year since RBC was launched
in Nigeria, Africa by a native Christian
minister, Rev. Dandaura, but already
people there are reporting dramatic health
improvement.
Rev. Dandaura says, “Nigeria with over
140 million people was the first market. It
has responded extremely well, especially as
the products have had to compete against
long established conventional products. But
the efficacy of RBC products has the greater
advantage and future here as people keep
trying the different products.”
“RBC products in West Africa sell
themselves by their efficacy…. People are
finding out that these health products work.”
“Men who had lost their youthful feel and energy suddenly
got back their personalities, energies, and vitalities with the
use of Microhydrin Plus. Their wives testify gratefully to this,
because their romantic lives have been restored. The usual
complaint of tiredness and weakness – gone.”
One customer told his wife that he “felt like a walking dead man, but
as soon as he began taking Microhydrin Plus, …I feel like I am alive!
I was dead but now I am alive!”
The Reverend is also receiving exciting reports on the use of
other RBC products. He says, “Users of IQ-DHA have noticed great
improvements in eye sight and memory performance. A lady bought
many bottles at once for her son after she tried the first bottle on him
and the son showed marked improvement in his studies, and got great
grades in school after the consistent use of IQ-DHA.”
“10 Days of Chocolate is changing the waist line of many of our
product users. Some who had tried other weight loss programs with
other companies that failed them, tried this product, with most bitter
skepticism, but are now full of great praise and admiration because of
its true effectiveness.”
Rev. Dandura is excited by the results people are getting on RBC
products. He says “One great example is the over 80 year old Grand

father of one of my elders, who was, due to
age, having sleeping problems and beginning
to show both physiological and psychological
signs. He was placed on Microhydrin
Plus, IQ, Co Q 10, and Melatonin Plus.
Shortly after he began to use the products,
he regained himself, his sleep, and stamina.
He eats like a young man, sleeps
like a baby, and remembers every
conversation with both long and short
memories. His wife died some years ago.
He is now feeling so well and correct that
he is asking to marry a new wife – how
about that!”
“Our marketing approach includes person
to person contacts. They just tell their
personal testimonies and then network within local communities for
users. Some Associate distributors recruit sales people to go out to build
downlines and to sell products. Large numbers of brochures on over
40 different products have been re-printed and tens of thousands are
in mass distribution and circulation in the region. They are also using
videos and CD’s. Local opportunity meetings are presently being held by
Associates.”
The RBC Associates have even made forays into West Africa, Kenya,
the Congo, and North Africa.
“We are planning by God’s grace to increase the number of local
opportunity meetings in all the 36 major cities of Nigeria and then
move into all the Sub-Saharan African countries. We are making a
drive to get at least 2% of our target population on Microhydrin
Plus in the year to come. Our hopes are high and God helping us we
shall improve the health and wellness of Africa with these great RBC
NanoCeutical products.”
I know that everyone in RBC Life Sciences wants to thank Reverend
Maiwa’ zi Dandaura Samu for his pioneering efforts that have resulted in
the successful launch of RBC into the continent of Africa, expanding and
continuing our mission to bring “Better Nutrition for Better Health” to
people throughout the world.
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